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ten years trying to carve out a place in the machine or rna-
brave new world of computerized gear rnaau- chine cell will
facturing. pes, CNCs, CAD,. CAM, DNe, have a computer
SPC, CMM: You've got a whole bowl of connected to a
alphabet soup out there 00 the shop floor. network, The

au 'realready a veteran of the computer

reVOIULI.·.on...Olll.Y you and your con-
troller know how much money you 've
spent and only your spouse knows how

many sleepless nights you've had m the last

Overall the: e machines have lived up to their
promises. Production time is down, quaHty is
up. You have fewer scrapped parts and better,
more efficient machine usage.

Still, tlll.ereare glitches in the system-places
where things come to a halt while someone
brings the paperwork from the other side of the
factory, looks for a lost blueprint or waits for a
work order. And still your customers demand I

higher quality in less time and, ever and
always, [ower costs. So what's tile next step?

Many say it will be me "paperle s" factory-
a production environment. where infonnation
and data are transferred electronically over net-
worked computers. Instead of having an opera-
tor walking around getting a blueprint or fixture,
he or she stays at the machine, retrieving
instructions on a workstation. At the very Least,
havinglhe right infonnation where it is needed,
when it is needed, will increase machine usage
significantly and eliminate errors.

Sounds good, but how feasible is it? Can
you actually get to the point of "paperless"
manufacturing, and if so, how?

The answer is "yes, you can," and the way
you get there is step by step'.

Converting to .31 paperless manufactuemg
operation is a gradual process, The basic pre-

mise to under- ~~~~;;:;;;;;;:;iiii;stand and accept I
is that eventual-
Jy each operator
stationed at a

astounding
improvement in
compunng-power-for-pnce
of pes has made this a
realistic goal. A 486·type
computer with a VGA
color monitor, installed and I.l;;;;;====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;l;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==

connected, can cost as little as $1000.
In the ultimate paperless office, these com-

puters are connected to each other by a MICS,

The machine operator's
interface is critical to fast,
effective implementation of
a paperless factory. elM·
NETt"" Folders' WorkMana Manufacturing Information Control System.
module has a button/or

Once this network is in place, an paper docu- each of the operator's

mentation is put in digital form. Hand-written primary tasks,

pages, such as fixture drawings, are scanned
into the computers with a simple inexpensive
scanner. Word processors, spreadsheets, data-
bases and planning programs all generate files
that are stored on hard drives, if not on an
existing network. All the data is available by
means ofa few keystrokes to anyone who
needs :it. Fundamentally, that's all there is to
the "paperless" factory. Realistically, there are
lots of details to. work out.

The Machine/Operator _nterrace
The first detail is winning over your

machine operators. They areusuaJly reluctant
to. use computers for many reasons. Expecting
them to readily change and adapt to this new
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way of working without special con ideration is
unreasonable. The ~ey to making the paperless
factory work is to make it easy for the machine
operators tolearn and use the computers.

Machine operator are used 'to computers
that, for the most part, require the push of a
few clearly labeled bunons. Having at lot of
options. as is common in the newer graphic
:II er interface (GUls), uch as Micrcsoft's
WifidowSl"M, is unnecessaryand confusing.
The operator's om should COli ist of labeled
butronsend word lists with familiar terms,

The paperless Factory machine operator's
module should be able to replace all the paper
that previously flowed to and from his or her
worksration. It should automatically manage
the communication functions by linking infer-
mali on from the correct sources and to the
appropriate de tinations. The operator should
be managing their machines" while the system
control the information, giving them quick
access to any decumentsnecessary 10 attain the
highest levels of productivity. n should also

provide the means to collect data and report
informatron to manufacturing systems that per-
form as SP and labor tracking,
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Graphic viewers provide A well-designed interface presentsthe next
MICS users "'j/h docu-
ments. dra ....ings and digi- job "folder" ready to be accessed. Clicking on
tat photos at their "'(}Tt- rhi in turn pre ent a :few choice. uch a
stations. Electronic fold-
ers may (lea san)' perti-
nent informalion on 'he
network.

. Look at the wor'J<order, the gear program, a
gear drawing, routing sheet, setup sheet or fix-
ture drawing"; or "Check the WSO 9()()Oproce-
dures orthe SPC measurements."

When the operator is confident that every-
thing is in order, she chooses the DNC button
and downloads the file .. As she works through
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the jobs. she reports her activity in the "job
card" menu by indicanng current. activity, She
can also acces: SPC input screens '10 enter
mea urernents or collect data. The operator
now function as the "manager" of her portion
of the work. now. She no longer wastes time in
non-value-added activity, but concentrate on
making good parts.

Programmer and process engineers who
build the electronic folders and managers who
monitor the production process also are part of
the network and benefit from GUMs thaI. *'il.
their needs. Again, the ideal interface is one
that provides all the necessary data quickly
with a minimum of effort.

Manufaduring Information
Contrel Systems

The MlCS is the heart. of this kind of sys-
tem. A file build up from continual use of
CAD, CAM and other applications, a means is
needed to efficiently manage and ccmroltais
data. A MI S is that means, Whenlhe opera-
tor clicks on a file in Ihe folder, rhe MICS
"knows" where it resides onthe network and
displays the document on the operator's
screen. The cperaror immediately gets the
information he needs, while the system keeps
track of files, formats and revisions.

In order to manipulate files effectively, the
MICS should be based on a system structure
known as a relational database. This isthe
fa test and most effective software design for
manipulating large amounts of data. Document
files on tile nelwQrk can be viewed without
being copied, which saves system user time and
minimize toragerequirements, CIMNE.TT'M
Folder. from J.N.L .. lndustrie or Robesonia,
PA, is a leading MICS with a relational data-
base designed specifically for manufacturers.

The computer functions that relate to the
tasks that the oper-ator performs-efile viewing,
CNC, job reporting. SPC and e-mail messag-
ing-work most effectively when they are all
part of a single, .integrated system. The pnmary
rea IOns for this are that the operator aUI is
con i lent. for ea h function and that [he datais
Pari of the arnerelational database.

This improves the interaction among system
users in several ways. For instance, if a change
i made to a gear design. the change immedi-
ately shows up in the folder, and the operator
gets the correct gear drawing and program



code. If there are questions from anyone on the
system about a design or operation, messages
can be immediately sent on the network. rather
than through manually writing a message or
walking somewhere to discuss the situation.
DNC downloads and uploads can be initiated
without switching to another system. Data can
be collected about machine usage and operator
time and immediately related 10 the job or
operation. SPC in structions can be part of the
folder, and as SPC measurements are collected,
operators and quality control managers can
monitor the accuracy of gears. Having SPC
integrated into the same database allows for
exceptional. data analysis. For instance, if two
machines are making the same gear, it.is possi-
ble to compare each machine's and operator's
performance and achieve the best production.

Open Syst,em
Very few manufacturing companies have

not implemented some automation systems by
now, so they have "legacy" hardware. software
and archival data. The e are valuable assets that
cannot be allowed to become obsolete ..It is not
uncommon for a manufacturing company to
have an existing Unix system. a mainframe and
a PC network operating all in the same plant. A
way is needed to maintain this data by getting
control of these system files without throwing
out the old systems. A good M~CS. operating

instructions and reports progress. If SPC mea-
surements are necessary. instructions are in the
folder and data entry is accomplished by click-
ing on the SPC button. The system prompts for
specific measurements, records data and males
sure the gears are staying within the required
range. In the CIMN-E'fTM Folders SPC module,
the operator can collect data for measurement
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over wires, root diameter and O.D. In addition,
measurements for runout, lead and involute
can be taken and combined into a series of
graphs to conduct comparison analysis of hob-
bing and grinding operations ..

By being able to compare the same opera-

Tile FartMall module of
Folders displ(J)'.~data col-
lectcd and stored in the
relational dnta base 10

indicate machine Iisage
and analyze activity,

on industry standard computers and running ! lion on various machines, a gear manufacturer
within the popular networksand operating sys- I can know immediately if an aerospace gear
terns, will be able to work within this environ-
ment without requiring major changes.

The next detail to work out is to get everyone
used to retrieving information on the network.
First, the machine operators need to be trained,
on u ing the network system. A lYnCS, with. its
Gm and relational database. makes this a rela-
tively easy task, but otherwise, it can be a fairly
complex problem. The best way is to start with
two or three types of files or documents and get
everyone used to communicating over the net-
work. The gear program, the work instructions
and the drawings are good candidates.

Gear Manufacturing ImlpHcat.ions
Some specific examples of how gear manu-

facturers can use a MICS involve the delivery
of the necessary job informationto the various
operators, Each operation, such as roughing,
habbing, finish grinding. etc .. will have an
electronic folder where the operator retrieves

requiring a .002" tolerance carl be manufac-
tured on his current equipment and which
machine would do the best job. Only a MJCS
with. a relational database would be able to
make this kind of comparison.

Conclnslons
So is the "paperless" factory for you?

Maybe not this year. Maybe not next. But
somewhere, not too far down the road, the next
move in the game to stay competitive will be
to unify all your various electronic systems to
get them to work together better. At that point,
a M[CS and the paperless factory will become
a part of your manufacturing future. 0

Tell Us What You Tlhink...lf you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
Number A.-42. Fer information on CIMNEfTM, please
circle Reader Service Number A-43.
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